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Choose from hundreds of titles in life, earth, and physical science 
to add rigor, depth, and up-to-date content to your curriculum. 
These unique resources satisfy students’ curiosity about the 
sciences and reflect Britannica’s reputation for excellence. 
 
Visit info.eb.com/ebooks to get started!

Transform Misconceptions into Understanding 
through Inquiry-Based Exploration

• living systems     
• genetics and evolution     
• the environment     
• matter     
• force and motion     

• energy     
• light and sound     
• earth systems     
• the universe     
• the nature of science

Grades 6-8



Britannica Pathways: Science Targets Commonly Held Misconceptions
to Build True Understanding in Life, Earth, and Physical Science 

 
How does any organism grow larger?  
Why does an object float or sink in water?
Why do the Sun and other stars appear to move across the sky?

 
If students’ typical answers to these questions reveal an incorrect understanding of key science concepts, then 
Britannica’s Pathways: Science can set students on the right track. Pathways: Science uses an interactive, 
inquiry-based approach to target commonly held misconceptions. Its digital content and three-step process create 
“Aha!” moments for building important knowledge and creating conceptual change.

l    Close to 100 interactive lessons addressing 
      commonly held misconceptions across 10 
     key science topics

l     Connects to Britannica’s trusted online 
     content resources, including articles, 
      images, and videos

l     User-friendly access on a PC, laptop, and  
     tablet device in the classroom and at 
     home at any time

l     Extensive lesson guidance, including 
      flexible lesson plans, searchable standards 
      correlations, and worksheets

l     A variety of reader support tools

l     Support Next Generation Science,  
     Common Core ELA, and State Standards  

l     Consistent and systematic process:  
      Predict-Investigate-Conclude

l     Individual student and teacher logins

features

l     Saves preparation time for 
      the whole class, small group, 
      and independent learning 

l     Strengthens the home-school 
      connection; facilitates flipped 
      classrooms and Bring Your 
      Own Device (BYOD) programs

l     Supplements core science instruction

l     Fosters reading in the content areas via 
      resources uniquely provided by 
      Britannica

l     Engages all learners regardless of 
      reading ability or proficiency

l     Simplifies tracking of each student’s  
      progress

l     Promotes inquiry-based learning, critical 
      thinking, and conceptual change

l     Reinforces expectations of what students 
      know and are able to do in science, 
      including comparing/contrasting information, 
      determining central ideas, evaluating 
      arguments, and analyzing evidence

BeNefIts

Perfect for STEM Programs!

Predict Investigate Conclude

Investigate
Using articles, images, and video accessible 
directly in Pathways: Science, students dig 
for evidence to support or contradict their 
predictions. Students’ notes are dynamically 
captured and can be saved in an interactive 
graphic organizer and retrieved as needed.

Predict
Confronted with an engaging question, 
students use their prior knowledge to 
formulate an explanation for an event  
or an idea about a concept.
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Conclude
Students evaluate the evidence they found 
and compare it to their original ideas to 
determine which idea is correct and why the 
misconceptions are incorrect.
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